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The following is the Probability List containing the Register Numbers of candidates who are found provisionally eligible
to be included in the Ranked list, subject to the verification of the Original documents, for selection to the post of Clerk
- Typist ( Special Recruitment from among SC/ST) - THRISSUR (Category No. 156/2019 ) in Various
Departments on Rs. 19000-43600/- on the basis of the OMR held on 31-12-2021.

The Register Numbers are arranged in their numerical sequence and the arrangement does not in any way, indicate
their respective rank on the basis of the said test.

DISTRICT OFFICE, THRISSUR

Phone : 0487-2327505
eMail : kpsc.psc@kerala.gov.in

PL.No.

NOTIFICATION

Main List
106496 107044 109727 110359 110611 110672

110822 111012 111077 111079 111095 111144

111293 111600 111657 112056 112260 112335

112482 112507 112543 112599 112612 112990

114380

Supplementary List
Scheduled Tribe

109422 112622 115231 115338 115357 115437



2 Clerk - Typist ( SR for SC/ST only)
THRISSUR

Office of the
Kerala Public Service Commission
District Office, THRISSUR

Approved for Issue,

Section Officer

SATHISH M
DISTRICT OFFICER

KERALA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
District Office, THRISSUR

Note:- (1) Inclusion of Register Numbers in this list is purely provisional subject to scrutiny and admission of
application on absolute basis. Inclusion of Register numbers in the Probability List does not confer any right on the
candidate for inclusion in the Ranked List.

Note :- (2) The candidates who have secured 47.33 ( forty seven (point) three three) marks and above are included
in the Main List of Probability List and requisite marks have been lowered to the extent  necessary with respect of
Supplementary LIst.

Note:- (3) Candidates included in the Probability List should present and produce in person the original documents for
One Time Verification. Date,time and Venue of OTR Verification will be published in due course.

Note:- (4) According to the existing procedure, revaluation of answer scripts is not allowed but answer scripts can be
rechecked after the publication of Ranked List. Copy of answer scripts of the OMR Test held on 31-12-2021 will be
issued to those candidates who, apply for the same remitting the prescribed fee after approval of the Ranked List.
Detailed instructions will be published in the Ranked List to be published for the post.

Note :- (5) Candidates included in the Probability List are required to produce Community Certificate issued by the
Revenue authority at the time of OTR Verification.

Note :- (6) No answer scripts are invalidated for the post as per notification no. ER XVI(1) 672/22/EW dt 26.5.22.


